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Question 13 Trevor and Blackie are minor characters in "The Destructors. Question 10 "We'd be like worms,
don't you see, in an apple. Question 4 Mrs. Question 15 According to your online lessons, three perceptions
can often be assigned to modern man: Determinism, Behaviorism, and Reductionism. Delacroix selected a
stone so large she had to pick it up with both hands and turned to Mrs. Question 31 Motivation in the short
story can be discussed in passages of analysis. The leader, who was known as Blackie, claimed to have heard
it fall, and no one was precise enough in his dates to point out he would have been one year old and fast asleep
on the down platform of Wormsley Common Underground station. Dialect The lines spoken by a character in
a work of fiction or drama, and particularly a conversation between two characters Dialogue The particular
word choices made by an author. On one side of the car park leant the first occupied house, No. Success is
counted sweetest 67 Poem about success, and that the loser is the one who truly understands it. Question 49
The handling of time can be accomplished by the method of the story by straight narrative, scene, analysis,
and prescription. Used in both novels and film to enhance the story line or to add information that is necessary
to the plot of the work. Cavalry Crossing a Ford Poem that describes the grandeur of an army crossing a ford.
It had a black spot on it, the black spot Mr. Old Man Warner was saying, "Come on, come on, everyone.
Question 47 A character that profits from experience and undergoes a change or development is called. The
dog survives. Summers had made the night before with the heavy pencil in the coal company office. Summers
said, and his voice was hushed. The girl can't decide between to young men To Build a Fire Man tries to build
a fire, but nature will not allow him to survive Richard Cory Wealthy man eventually kills himself Miniver
Cheevy Little boy is dissatisfied with the era he was born in, wishes he was a knight The Road Not Taken
Man hopes his future will look back kindly on the path he took Stopping by Woods on Snowy Evening Man
stops in woods but decides to keep going Desert Places Man is more bewildered by what is in his head than
what is in the stars Young Housewife Man fantasizes about what a woman is doing in her "husband's house"
Blue Girls Laments that beauty will eventually pass What Lips Have Kissed Poem about once being loved, but
not anymore Love is not all Ex-lover laments love, dismisses it as useless Related Study Materials. Much
Madness is Divinest Sense Poem about having to agree with the majority or you are considered crazy
Notorious Jumping Frog Uses "frame device", about man being told story Life on the Mississippi Boy learns
how to navigate the mississippi river Editha Girl wants her bf to serve in the war, he dies. Question 8 The term
used to describe the angle of vision from which a story is told Question 9 "Is luck money, mother? A stone hit
her on the side of the head. Fate: No matter what the man does, how careful he is, it is useless to try to escape
his fate. Money attracts: He was looking at the possibility of selling logs from the Yukon in the springtime.
Ordinary Characters: The characters are believable and realistic in their actions 4. May be formal or informal,
concrete or abstract; diction is a major contributor to an author's style Diction The use in fiction of distinctive
though typically superficial regional material intended to provide realistic background. Irony of Situation.
Question 21 "There was a woman who was beautiful, who started with all the advantages, yet she had no luck.
Summers, Old man Warner, and Mrs. Graves beside him. Realistic Dialect: The accents and ways of speaking
are very true to life. Hutchinson, appear in Question 42 "With Heaven above, and Faith below, I will yet stand
firm against the devil! Question 19 The first literary critic to make a systematic effort at defining the short
story was Question 20 Transcendentalism is a perception that man lives apart from nature. Summers called his
own name and then stepped forward precisely and selected a slip from the box. Question 35 Another name for
a round character is Question 36 In "The Rocking Horse Winner," the irony of situation is manifested when
Hester thinks she's lucky because she "married for love" and "had bonny children. A character who is not fully
developed or convincing Flat character A character whose distinguishing more qualities or personal traits are
complex and many-sided Round character A stereotyped character: one whose nature is familiar to us from
prototypes in previous literature Stock character A character who is the same sort of person at the end of a
work as the beginning Static character Also known as a developing character, one who during the course of a
work undergoes a permanent change in some distinguishing moral qualities or personal traits or outlook
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Dynamic character A minor character whose situation or actions parallel those of a major character, and thus
by contrast sets off or illuminates the major character; most often the contrast is complimentary to the major
character Foil character The central idea or unifying generalization implied or stated by a literary Theme The
language of a particular class, ethnic group or region as represented in literature. Question 26 A flat character
and round character are synonymous. Passing of Grandison Slave ultimately escapes from his master after
deceiving him Under the Lion's Paw Midwestern family are taken advantage of after making improvements to
another man's land The Open Boat Real story about the author being in a shipwreck. You'll have to go ahead
and I'll catch up with you. Question 30 Old Misery was too mean to spend money on his property. May exist
between the main character and some other person or persons; between the main character and some external
force--physical nature, society, or "fate"; or between the main character and some destructive element in his or
her own nature Conflict The central character in a story or play Protagonist Any force in a story or play that is
in conflict with the protagonist.


